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About This Game

You wake up outside. It starts raining.

5 minutes of memory.

A game where you have 5 minutes to get into the basement. Find clues in the house, and write down anything you find on your
arm. After 5 minutes, you'll fall unconscious, and wake up again outside the house. Only, the notes you find on your arm aren't

what you remember writing.
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Lake Ridden has an identity crisis.

It tries to be a puzzle game, a walking simulator and have some kind of mystery narration. Some good, but the bad ones are
repeated. As a walking simulator, you can open cupboards and pick up items, but apart from the forest, there's nothing to look
at. The story is told with letters and quite bad voice acting, and in the ending, I'm not even sure who talked or what was
happening overall. There's also hints of a horror game... walking with a lantern, lighting up torches and candles can feel a bit like
Amnesia, though the soundtrack is calming and all the other scary bits are missing.

Rather than being free investigation, the story just pushes the player to the right location and puzzle. Maybe I was expecting this
to be a myst-like similar to Quern and Obduction.. Fantastic game with excellent atmosphere. Some people don't and won't like
it, but don't let that stop you. If this game appeals to your curiousity even a fraction, go for it. It's something different and
captures some of the otherwordliness that Lovecraft puts across. Well done to the development team at AlphaWaves.. Do not
buy this game. Knowing the game is in alpha I expect there to be issues . What I got was a menu with no real game at all. When
you click new game you get a menu that explains the developers goals but no way to click through to start a game. These menus
take about a minute to scroll through each one as is freezes on every single window. I worked with the game for about 5 minutes
and still was unable to figure out how to start the game. during this time I had to cntl alt del the game 3 times. I have the
hardware to run any game out there. As far as I am concerned this was nothing short of theft.. DOES ANYONE KNOW OF
ANY TURTORIALS FOR THIS PROGRAM I CANNOT SEEM TO FIND ANY AND IMNEW TO THIS....AND CAN YOU
USE THIS FOR FUN PHOTO EDITING ASWELL?. http://youtu.be/LoYZT1soi6Y?list=UUSHKqSHjq2D5aWhsuFOa4vQ

10/10

Very fun game, Love the colors and puzzles. Catchy music.. In fact this game is a masterpiece. LOL!!!
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I bought this game as a joke (although originally thought there might be something worthwhile)

- graphics are oversized and designed for mainly a enormous 37 inch flat screen, i'll assume that when the game is full screened
to 4k HD resolution, the entire game won't look like some kiddy's playtoy getting shoved into a game!
- options & game options etc aren't available at the first screen, instead you need to start a game to access the proper menu
system (most likely the developer has little or no understanding of game design & layout)

beware that due to the second point mentioned, the game will blare out the atrocious soundtrack that can't be turned off until
you get into a saved game etc, make sure you do not have your sound system turned on or up high!. I don't mind the overall
game but Dungeons can be annoying because when you right at the bottom and you want to go up to have to go through all the
doors using this character that loves to run into ♥♥♥♥ing walls.

But anyway I like the fact that I find it 'Oldschool' , And therfore it I am giving it a postive vote :)
I wish there were more ( But a little bit better ) - Oldschool RPG"s. Kinda reminds me of Runescape Classic as well haha.. An
extremely good read with an interesting story. And it's free, so what are you waiting for? Get this game now!!. Nice character
design and a friendly developer. Very addictive game but doesn't run well on any setting (it's actually less smooth on low settings
for me). Still playable. Hope for optimisation in future.

EDIT: Works perfectly on max settings after disabling dynamic shadows and post-processing effects.. Empty game, literally
nobody playing. Dead, no support. Get Guns of Icarus instead.. I bought it for nostalgia like an idiot, I still love the original
game it is based on, however there is serveral problems that exist in this game.
- The Physics are inferior to that of the original
- There is really \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 screen tearing due to lack of Vsync
- The levels are \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
- There are several useless game mechanics that just make the already good game really
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 (like the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing bike falling apart when you land too hard)
For how unpolished this abomination is, it should be free, im getting a refund and you should go play the original its called Free
Rider 2\/canvas rider.. Ez game Cheap $ And can waste ur time so much :). That was pretty damn cool. I hope this is the
springboard to something bigger. This would be a great RPG dungeon crawler. Add inventory and loot. :D
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